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I. INTRODUCTION

No one disagrees on the importance of the Kalman filter in the practical aspects of the
various scientific fields . This importance can be noticed clearly in Grewal and Andrews
(2008) which they stated that ' Practically , the kalman filter is one of the greater discoveries
in the history of statistical estimation theory and possibly the greatest discovery in the
twentieth century " .

Due to the importance of Kalman filter , the developments is continued until now in the
filter techniques and different aspects related with .For detailed review about the
techniques of Kalman filter , one can see, Grewal and Andrews (2008) and Zarchan and

Musoff (2009). One can also see Moreno and Pigazo (2009) and Mahmoud and Khalid
(2013) for detailed review about the applications of Kalman filter .

There are a lot of mathematical aspects represent the structue of Kalman filter and the

basis of its work . In this paper we will discuss and then develop one of the most important

of these aspects, which is the specral matrix factorization, when the Kalman filter works

in the frequency domain.At first, we will present the work mechanism of the Kalman filter
in the frequency domain , access to the point of spectral matrix factorization and then

discuss one of the most important method in factorization . Finally , we will present our

development for this method .

The factorization ofthe spectral density into two factors such that the zeros and poles ofone
lie in the L.H.P. of the complex variable S and the zeros and poles of the factor lie in the

R.H.P. , is termed the spectral factorization. This idea introduce by Wiener , is quite

important in the design of filters . The equation of prediction in Wieners theory produces

an optimal filter ( in the least square error criterion ) which is ,unforhrnately , not physically

realizable . However, by factorization the spectral density ,Wiener avoided this diffrculty
and produced an equation of a frlter which was optimal amongst the realizable ones .The

process of a filtering in the multivariable stochastic systems can be summarized by the basic

matrix Wiener -Hopf integral of the type:[2]

li*rt-flw(t)dr=e(t) t>0
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Where, k(t) is the covariance matrix of noisy sigral vector, w(z) is the vector of

unftnown weigitting fiuctions and e(t) is the vecior of unknown noisy signal covariance'

For stationary proiess , there exists a rational continuous spectral density matrix 0(s)
defined thus :

t 1t1 = i-fio(s)estds (l)

Where i : J-t

Io(s) = k(t)e-st is, (2)

A lot of authors deal with matrix factorization and Kalman filtration . Some of them are

Davis (1963), Macfalare (1971), Vostry (1972), Jezek and Kucera (1985), Junashia and

Lagyilava (2007), Kush, Varchncy and Subbian (2012) and Bierman and Thomton (2013).

2. STATIONARY KALMAN.BUCY FILTER

suppose that a random process r(r.) is generated by a state -space model

*: o, + B u(t) (3)

and given rise to an observed signal z(t)comrpted by an additive noise disturbance y (t) so
that
z(t): y(t)+ v (t) (4)
Where,

y(t)=Cx(t) (s)

Let the function u(t) [ which generates a desired message y(t) via the state x(t) ] and v(t) [
which is an unwrmtd disturbance com.rpting the message observation ] be independent
Gaussian random process (white noise ) , with identically zero means and covariance
matrices so that,

Cov[ u(t), u(?) ] = Q 6( t - r) , Cov[ u(t), u(z) ] = Rd( t -r) and Cov[ u(t), u(z) ] = 0,
For all t and r , Q and R are assumed to be symmetric positive definite matrices , and 6(
t - r) denotes a Dirac delta Iirnction .

The stationary Kalman -Bucy filter for generating a minimum - variance linear unbiased
estimate structue with a gain K given by [ ]
K=PCTR-1 (6)

Where P satisfies the steady - state matrix fuccati equation [4 ]
-p,4r - Ap+ pcrR-1 cp = B e Br (7)

And is the covariance matrix for the error in the state estimate ( f - x )

2.1 Frequency -Response form of Steady- State Matrix Riccati equation
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Equation (7) may be expressed in a more illuminating form by the following sequence of
manipulations . First add sP to and subtract sP from the left -hand side of equation.(7) .

This givens

(sI-A)P +P(-sI-/') = BQa'-PCrR-1CP (S)

Where I is a unit matrix of appropriate order . Now multiply the left - hand side of
equation (6) by C (sl - Ar )-l and multiply the right -hand side by (-sl - r4t )-'Ct . This
yields:

CP(-sl - Ar )-tCr + C(st - A)-tpgr = C(sl - A)-rBQBT (-st - Ar )-1Cr -
C(sl - I )-1Pcr R-1cp(-st - Ar )-1Cr (9)

Rean'anging the terms in equation(9) and adding R to both sides gives

C(sl -.4 )-lBQB'(-sl - Ar )-1Cr + R

= R + CP(-sl - Ar )-1Cr + C(st - A)-tp6r
+ c(st - A)-1Pcr RacP(-sl - lr )-1cr (10)

Let G(s)=C(sl -A)-'A (11)

So that G(s) is the transfer - function matrix of the dynamical system giving rise to the

message process , and

Gr 1- s; = BT(-st - Ar )-tcr (12)

Since {(sl - A )-t1r = (sl -dr)-1.
using equations.(l l) and (12) , it follows that the left -hand side of equation(Io) may be

written in the form G(s) QGr (- s) +R which is the spectral-density matrix for the

observation vector z .

Now consider the right -hand side ofequation(I0) .we have

R+ CP(-sl - Ar )-tCr+ C(sl - I )-'PC'+

C(sl - A )-1PC 
r R-r CP(-sl - Ar )-t Cr :

R+RR-I Cp(sl_ Ar)-rcr+C(st_A)-1pcrR-lR +C(sl- A)-typp-tCp(st-
Ar)-1Cr

Where k = P CrR-1 ,Thus the right -hand side of equation(6) becomes ,

R + R Kr(sI - 4t16t + C(sl - A)-rKR+ C(sl - A)-lRRKT(-sl- Ar )-1Cr

= {I + c(sl - A)-1KI}RU + Kr(sl - Ar )-1cr}

t3

2015 Jrli..Jr (;,))dt
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= F(s)RFr(-s) (13)

Where the matrix P(s) is defined by

F(s)=I+C(sr-A)-1K (14)

It follows that the steady -state matrix Riccati equation(equation9 ) may be written , in the

altemative frequency - response form , as

F(s)RFr(-s)= R+G(s)Q6r C s) (15).

Where G (s) is the transfer function of the system ,

i.e. G(s)=c(sI-A)-1 B (16)

And F (s) is the retum difference matrix ,

i.e F(s)=l+c(sl-A)-1 K (17)

Now the R . H. S of equation (15) is the spectral density of the observation vector and

can be factored in the following way :

G(s)QGr(-s)+R=A(-s)ar(s) (r8)

i.e. equation (15 ) becomes:

r(-s)RFI(s) = A(-s)ar(s)

1

F(-s)R; = A(-s) (19 )

Which clearly shows that the spectral factor of the observation vector is directly related to
the retum difference matrix.

Notice that from equations (17) and (19 )

t-r1sl-A)-1{ A(s)-l}ni=r1s; (20)

Which shows that the filter can be designed based on the knowledge of the systems

dynamics and observation of the output vector .

3.METHOD OF FACTORIZATION
The procedure followed is essentially that of Davis [ 3] . The additional contribution of

Csaki and Fischer [ ] to treat cases where the rank of the matrix is less than the order has

been considered . As pointed out by Youla [6], such cases are not important in practica]

14
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situations where by the noise can be completely removed by the approximate use of
differentiators . The method relies on forming suitable matrix transformation which reduce

the spectral matrix to the identity matrix I .

Consider the white noise vector u as the to the linear system with transfer

firnction Gq(s), figure (l),
then

v(t)
-}'

Fig. ( 1 ) Block Diagram of a linear system

0,(s) = Go(s)0"(s)Go(s) (21)

Where 0(s) is the spectral density matrix and v(t) is the output vector.

This can extended to a cascaded system , thus :

Fig (2) Block Diagram of Cascaded systems

and @, : G,(-s)... Go(-s)o"Gfr(s) ... GI(s) (22,
Nowif Gs(s) can be chosen in such away as to generate O, from 0u=1,
then equation (22) becomes,

@u=Gn(s) ...Gr(-s)0,G1(s) ... C,T(s) (23)

and if 6s(-s) is chosen to make @, - I , it is seen that

0, = Gi1(-s).....6;1 0y(-s) I [c;1(-s)]..... [6;'(-s)]
= a(-s)ar(s) (24)

Where A(s) = 6i1(s) ..... ...6;'(s) (25 )

The matricesGl to 6r, are from now on referred to as 11 to Tnnrespectively . the named is

bonowed from Davis. A crucial requirement is thal each T matrix and its stable if A(s) is
to be stable . This factorization can be accomplished in the following 7 Steps starting with a
general rational spectmm density matrix Y(s) .

!!g!: Reduce the rational matrix Y(s) to a polynomial matrix 0e(s) by removing the

Go(s)

Go(s) G"(s)

t5

Gr(s)
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poles from Y(s) .

$!99!: The determinant of @s(s) is factorized in qua&atics , i.e.
nn

106(s)l = rflr-"' + a!1=rf]r-' + ai)( +s + ai)
,=1 l=1

Where K is constant and ai as is in general complex.

(26)

S!Cp-f, : this is the main step of the algorithm by .lt involves reducing the order of the
determinant of Oo(s) by two . this is achieved by the transformation

T1(-s) o(s)T1r(s) (27)

where [is the identity matrix except for a determinant factor +:
In its j th diagonal elements ,i.e

1

-j1

0

Since l@s(s)l + 0 , it follows that slo; and therefore T is stable . the case where

l0o1s;1 = o istrivial.
The inverse of 11 is the same as 11 except that the poles become zeros. Hence it is

required that T should have minimum phase as well as being stable . This gives the desired

reduction but now an unwanted pole is introduced in the jth row and j th column of 0(s)
.These added poles have to be removed by another matrix transformation in equation (27)

,but this time 72 replaces T1 where 72 has the form of the identity matrix except that is

contains a factor ofthe form a
-s+(rt

In all the elements in the j throw,except that in the j th column where it remains equal to I .

i.e

T2

Where I(1 , Kz ,. .. ....Kn-, are constants.Such a matrix has an inverse which identical to k
12 except for a reversal in sign ofthe elements containing the factor .this if T, is stable ,
its inverse is always stable .

$!gg[: repeat step 3 until determent of hansformed matrix @,(s) is a constant . In effect
step 3 is done n times where n is upper limit in equation (26) .

1

0

1

1

k kz kn-1

-s*q -s*a1 -S*ci

t6

Tr=
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!1991! :the final step in the reduction of the spectral matrix is by triangular factorization
.Lee [ 5 ] has shown that any real , constant positive definite matrix can be factorized into
two triangular matrices , of the form 0c = N Nr where N is upper triangular
oR(N)-10"(Nr)-1 =r (28)

Hence the last transforming I, matrix in N-l .

!!q/: since all the T matrices have been chosen to have stable inverses , the spectral

factorization is given by , i .e. A(s) = Ii1(s) ... ....4. t(s) and is stable .

4.SUGUSSION DEVELOPMENT

The method presented here has been developed..Unlike Youla's work where the Smith

Mcmillan lemma is used , the method described here requires a general reduction of the

spectral matrix to a diagonal form .

This method still relies on the T transformation ofthe type

r(-s) 0 (s)rr ( s) (2e)

Where,

(30)
v(s)

aad v(s) is a rational function of s .

The aim is reduce the off diagonal elements of the spectral matrix to zero . Because of the

paraconjugate Hermition property of the spectral matrix , the task of constructing the T

11

E!gI-! : In general the matrix resulting after step 4 is a polynomial matrix which must be

reduced to a constant matrix . Since the determinant is constant, at least one row ( or
column ) of the polynomial elements of the matrix '*-hose elements contribute to the zero

coefficient of the maximum power of the polynomial determinant , must be linearly

dependent on the other rows ( respective columns) . thus a matrix which is a function of S

can be constructed (this is usually of the T2 type mentioned in step 3 , although the

polynomial has to be determined to reduce the order of the constant determinant polynomial

matrix by two ). This step can b€ repeat until 0" (s) is a constant matrix 0n say.

T= I
I

,l

I
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matrix is made easy . Note that the denominator of ui; (s) is the i'th diagonal element

of 0 (s).

Since any diagonal element of the spectral matrix cannot be zero, otherwise the signal is not
conelated to itself, v (s) is stable , and hence . T andT-1 must b€ stable . Once the

spectral matrix has been diagonalized the final lr(s) is a diagonal matrix whose elements

are the quadratic factors of the respective elements in the diagonalized spectal matrix .

The spectral factor A(s) is then given by,

A(s) = 7r-r1r1 .........z;-t(r) (31)

Another development can be made by using principal component analysis, since the

orthogonal matrix can be obtained easily, so we can reached to the fast solution.

4. A]\ EMPIRICAL STUDY

An empirical study by using simulation was conducted to show the effect of
suggestion development on the speed aspect of matrix factorization, depending on :

l- Different sizes of matrices .

2. Different eigenvalues (or equivalently different determinants ) for matrices .

3.Run size equal to k= 500.

We used the simply Fortran environment to reach to our goal , since the simply Fortran is

the newest environment in this time .

Table ( I ) :represent the ratio of the speed after apply the development

Over the speed ofthe original method ( s, 0)

Matrix order

3 4 6 l0 l5 20

I 0.9876 0.9866 0.96r4 0.8161 0.8004 0.7633

) 0.9850 0.9E20 0.958 i 0.8092 0.182t 0.7600

5 0.9841 0.9764 0.9509 0.'1867 o.7117

8 0.9723 0.9718 0.9422 0.7708 0.7536

Determinant

l8

0.7 54E

0.7629
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It is an important to state that in the generation process , we generated ( n-l ) of the

eigenvalues as U (0, 1) and the scaled then according to our requirements ( ri,i=
L,2,... ...,n - 1) and then find the final eigenvalue 4 by dividing the determinant on

[i-14,i.e. (r,= D/ Ili=r'r,)
We actually treat with the positive definite matrices , since the spectrum matrix here

represent an information matrix .

From table (t ) , it is easily to show that the effect of matrix order is clear , but the effect
of determinant is not . it may be belong to the closed of the values of eigenvalues .

Another simulation study was conducted, taking an account the amount of the largest

eigenvalues (ALE) to be 0.5 , 0.75 and 0.90 from the sum ofall eigenvalues .

Recall that the sum of all eigenvalues represent the trace of the matrix and the product

ofthe eigenvalues represent the determinant ofthe matrix .

Table (2) represent the results ofthe study.

ALE
Matrix order

-) 4 6 l0 l5 20

0.5 0.8854 0.8 t l2 0.'764'l 0.70 t I 0.65 r2 0.60 t7

0.75 0.'7926 0.7303 0.6810 0.6343 0.5898 0.5402

0.90 0.6ts4 0.5703 0.5141 0.4129 0.3361 0.2029

It is clear , from table (2) , that ,
1- There are a positive effect of suggestion development on the speed if the matrix
order increases .

2- There are a positive effect of suggestion development on the speed if the largest

eigenvalue amount increases w'ith respect to the other eigenvalues of the matrix order
consideration .
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